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INTRODUCTION 
The development of modern roadways has been regarded as one of 
the most outstanding accomplishments of the past generation. It has 
created a society of greater mobility than any of its ancestors. The 
massive stretches of freeways, expressways, and turnpikes are omni­
present, testifying to a modernization of man that was inconceivable 
fifty years ago. 
The design of such trafficways was of no mere coincidence. 
Millions of dollars and man-hours have been expended on the creation 
of this vast transportation complex. Continual improvements and new 
ideas have evolved the highway from rugged wagon trails to its 
present place of eminence. Included in the host of changes occurring 
in highway construction is the development of gigantic embankments or 
grade separations that facilitate building level roadbeds. The im­
provement also accelerated problems in drainage of natural watercourses 
that highways intercept and has led to renewed research on two common 
modes of highway drainage, culverts and bridges. 
Culverts and bridges could be considered similar to fitted 
connections between two pipes--they join the natural waterways on both 
sides of a road and pass the water from one section to the other. The, 
variety of such hydraulic structures seems to be enormous. Culverts 
especially provide such assorted designs of shape, inlet and outlet 
geometry, headwalls, head and tail water conditions, wing walls, and so 
forth. 
To summarize the multiple configurations a culvert could possibly 
be designed with would be difficult, if not impossible. The generali­
zation of the culvert's hydraulic properties is somewhat easier to 
surrmarize and present in a concise manner. 
A culvert is provided on a highway where a natural watercourse 
is necessarily interrupted by an embankment, commonly referred to as 
a grade separation. It intercepts th� flow from the natural condition 
which is frequently a wide, shallow waterway and transports the flow 
through the embankment to the receiving channel. To provide for 
economical transport, the culvert is usually designed so that the flow 
at the upstream side of the road forms a pond. The increased energy 
due to ponding is thereby utilized to induce a fast, efficient flow 
through the culvert. By choosing a design of such characteristics, 
2. 
the size of the pipe can be reduced and money saved. A serious drawback 
of this design remains though, and that is returning the high velocity 
flow back to normal conditions for the receiving watercourse. Unless 
some attention is given to this situation, scour, occasioned by the 
increased kinetic energy of fl ow, can undenni ne the culvert and/or 
embankment and necessitate costly repair and maintenance. 
Culvert outlets generally fall into three different categories 
according to the end conditions encountered. They are: 1)  the outlet 
may be submerged, 2) a free outfall may exist, and 3) an intermediate 
stage where the outlet velocity is controlled by natural or man-made 
conditions (1). The first condition of submergence usually means the 
danger of excessive scour is reduced. The next two conditions depend 
on the indivicual circumstances of the culvert and outlet works. It 
is these conditions which present difficult problems of excessive 
velocities and severe turbulence that produce serious deterioration 
of the downstream area. 
Scour associated with the outlet is frequently divided into 
t\• 1� �·,,�as 1) ·L; at causin� crosfon of t: _) -·JYrnkr;1ent and 2) that 
causing erosion of the channel bed. _Embankment scour is considered 
the most undesirable because it is actively eroding the highway grade 
and sometimes causes failure of the culvert end section. Bed scour 
is serious because of the downstream erosion, gullying, silting, and 
pollution of watercourses it causes. It can also �rode the bed 
sufficiently, if left unchecked, to cause the highway embankment to 
collapse and thus producing the first situation. Scour of either kind 
is controllable if. proper measures are taken to accomplish this objec­
tive. Energy �issipators, protective mats, riprap, retaining walls, 
etc., have proven effective for varied conditions of different outlets. 
Although much research has been completed in this area, trouble often 
arises when the choice of design itself is .to be determined. 
3. 
It has long been a customary practice to construct culverts with 
identical inlet and outlet appurtenances if any were used. This assumed 
the functions of both ends of a culvert were comparable though in 
reality a reversal of functions occurs. Another notorious practice is 
the use of high capacity culverts, Hithout protective devices, which 
reduce flooding at the upstream portion but seriously-deteriorate the 
outlet and surrounding landscape. Often·neg1ect or false economy is 
the cause of the oversights and tend to spoil an otherwise good 
design. 
Hhat shou1 d be used and �vhen sums up the dil emrna of the most 
designs re1ated to scour protection of highway drainage ways. There is 
probably no all-inclusive answer to the erosion problem. Conditions do 
exist that are more favorable for one mode of outlet treatment than 
another. Experience and further research are essential in making proper 
selection. �Jhat has been accomplished so far in this area is very 
- much enlightening, and hope is, that utilization of new research as 
contained in this paper, is possible and readily tangible. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The erosfon of culvert outlets poses a perplexing problem to 
highway engineers and has been studied by numerous investigators. 
Vast amounts of literature in this field testify to its perplexity 
and new research is still being sought. The Highway Research Board's 
Committee on Surface Drainage of Highways (2) ranked the control of 
erosion at culvert outlets second only to the hydrology of highway 
drainage in problems they believed needed extended research. There 
were fifteen other categories to receive lesser priority in the 
Research Board's 11 Needed Research in Highway Drainage" Circular. 
The fact that much research has been and still is being directed 
at the problem of outlet protection .of culverts has led to the 
development of numerous devices--more commonly called energy 
dissipators. These diss-ipators have evolved under a variety of 
conditions as different schools and localities would warrant. Common 
functional requirements, design criteria, and operational conditions 
have been discussed for the universal type dissipator. 
Culvert energy dissipators are most generally designed as 
separate attachments and are not included in standard culvert 
practices (3-3). They seldom exhibit any impedence to the flow in the. 
culvert barrel because of the exterior positioning at the outlet. 
Keim (4), in discussing service criteria for culverts, has outlined 
. . 
several main requirements. Those included as "desirable" properties 
are: 1) re-establishment of natural flow conditions, 2) self cleaning, 
3) self draining, 4) located near the outlet, 5) structurally sound, 
6) simple in construction, 7) applicable for a wide range of culvert 
sizes, and 8) �inimal maintenance and installation costs. Mention was 
also made in various places that one other, non-hydraulic factor must 
sometimes be considered in northern latitudes and that is the effect 
of icing on the structure. 
·The predominant concern for providing a culvert outlet with an 
energy dissipator is the protection of the immediate highway abutment. 
The failure of such abutment provides the economic justification of 
the hydraulic structure. However, protection from erosion of the re­
ceiving channel below the outlet has also been the cause of some concern 
and probably has received as much, if not more, attention than actual 
grade protection. This condition has evolved from the fact that land­
owners adjacent to such drainage ways are more affected by alluvial 
erosion and deposition on their land than in failure of a portion of 
the highway. The rapidly increasing values of land bordering the roadways 
has added even more impetus to the abatement of sediment transport in 
these receiving channels. It has even been stated that "the efficacy 
of an energy dissipator is judged by the degree of scour in the unpro­
tected channel immediately below it (3-11). 11 This later development has 
led some researchers to concentrate more on bed protection rather than 
grade protection; but a system not combining both aspects would be 
ineffectual. 
Evaluation of different type energy dissipaters is a rather 
difficult task. Both analytical and theoretical methods are often 
incorporated to provide information on the functioning of energy 
dissipaters or the scour phenomenon at culvert outlets. As future 
research will bring about new innovations, it will also re-evaluate 
the status of the old. A brief review of this status is given in 
the following pages for eight varied dissipators or outlet structures. 
Flared Apron End Sections are probably the oldest and simplest 
of all structures presently used for �rosion protection of culvert 
outlets. It combines the principle of reducing the kinetic energy 
of the moving water and the extended erosion protection provided by 
the flared section itself. The reduction of the kinetic energy is 
accomplished by expansion of the flow laterally so that the velocity 
head will be dissipated at the end section. 
Consider a flared outlet with area at the end of the flared 
section double the area of the culvert barrel. For full flow the 
outlet velocity at the exterior reaches will be one-half the velocity 
in the culvert itself. Since the kinetic energy of the fluid is 
proportional to the square of the velocity, the kinetic energy at this 
point is but one-fourth that at the outlet(l). The apron type design 
itself also effects a smooth transition section from the culvert 
outlet to the receiving bed. 
The design and construction of the flared concrete apron is 
usually dependent on the size of the culvert under consideration, soil 
conditions, flows expected, etc . .  Adequate length of the apron is 
usually the most troublesome aspect of the design. The apron must be 
long enough to protect it from failure by undennining at the end (l). 
7. 
The aprons for smaller type concrete culverts are precast, while 
those for larger concrete culverts are fanned in place. Steel aprons 
are all machined, with the smaller ones pre-fabricated and the larger 
sizes usually ready to assemble on site. 
Some of the advantages of apron sections are reduced maintenance, 
ease of extension, possibility of using a smaller culvert size, and 
a better overall appearance of the roadway(l,5). 
A problem of apron extension is the non-unifonn distribution of 
flow across the channel. Large eddies are sometimes fanned along the 
sides of apron end section and severe turbulence is present too(6-4). 
Cost of the apron section is usually a considerable amount. 
The effectiveness of flared apron sections is questionable. The 
apron performs satisfactorily in situations where moderate scour is 
present, but seems to be limited only to such situations. The use of 
aprons on troublesome areas has not been successful. The apron has no 
means incorporated in its design to dissipate energy besides the fact 
that the flow expansion causes energy loss. This loss is usually not 
of great value and the real merit of the flared apron section is in 
the transition role, not in energy dissipation. 
8. 
Armor Layering is one of the simplest types of devices used in 
protection of culvert outlets. The process involves only the placement 
of graded or random selected gravel riprap at the outlet where erosion 
is likely to occur or has occurr�d. The simplicity of construction 
along with adaptability of annor layering has made thi� method fairly 
well accepted for erosion protection. 
One serious limitation of gravel riprap is that it can only be 
used effectively where moderate scour is anticipated. The main reason 
for this limitation ;-s that the jet of water, upon striking the armor 
coating, infiltrates its way through the top layers of the coating. It 
then proceeds to erode the finer foundation material away and causes a 
collapse of the upp2r armor layers. 
Laushey (7-33) reported that even when using a porous filter media 
between the riprap and the sand sub-layers, that the sand was eroded by 
the undercurrent. 11The 1 arger stones served to anchor the Filter X 
and to dissipate some of the kinetic energy of the falling jet. The 
falling jet pounded through the interstices of the stones to be checked 
somewhat by the Filter X ••• {but) the sand, although not eroded directly 
by ti1e failing jet, was carried av.Jay by the underscour ... ii 
9. 
Effect of riprap size gradations is one of the most important 
considerations in armor layering. The most uniformly graded rock size 
being best suited from a hydraulic design aspect to resist scour (8-7,8). 
This phenomenon of scour resistance of a bed has been studied in detail 
and several conclusions were generally accepted. First, there is 
increased velocity around the larger particl es that will subsequently 
remove the smaller particl es; therefore, the greater the particle size 
gradation, the greater will be the scour. Second, poorly graded bed 
particles will possess greater tendencies to induce hydrodynamic lift 
than uniformly graded bed particles. And third, drag on the surface of 
poorly graded particles creates more turbul ence and eddies than uniformly 
graded particles, thus giving rise to greater lifting and scouring forces 
on the bed (8,9}. 
10. 
Experiments with armor layering have been carried out by packing 
the same size riprap in the upper layers and has proven to be effective 
in increasing the incipient scour velocity. One drawback to such an 
arrangement though is that the removal of one particle usually meant 
erosion of an entire sheet. On ungraded beds, erosion normally proceeds 
progressively until equilibrium is established (7-14). Another com­
plication of uniformly graded riprap-is that its high cost makes it 
economically unfeasible. Also, the most abundant riprap available is 
usually used even though it is not necessarily of uniform gradation. 
Grouting or cementing of the upper armor layer is sometimes used when non­
uniform size riprap is utilized and added erosion resistance is needed. 
There is a variety of formulae and recommendations that have been 
disseminated to determine riprap gradation sizes to insure stability 
of the armor layering. Assumptions in these fonnulae often include 
stationary, uniform flow in conjunction witL the concept of shear stress 
or velocity theory. A few better known authors of these formulae are 
Shields, Meyer-Peter and Muller, Sundborg, Isbash, and Hedar (10-21,22). 
Results obtained from these formulae are often in large scale disagree­
ment. 
Gabion Mat is one of the more recent developments in energy 
dissipaters for culvert outlets. The mat was the result of research 
with riprap positioned at the outlet. The riprap size becoming 
excessive for jet velocities ranging more than ten feet per second 
because each stone would have to be heavy enough to r�sist movement by 
the hydrodynamic forces. Also, the grading and layer thickness would 
11. 
have to be necessarily sufficient to protect scouring of the finer sub­
base materials (11). Therefore, the gabion mat was designed as a con­
straint of the rock riprap and a smaller size riprap could be utilized. 
Gabion dimensions recommended by Vallentine and Cornish (11-4) 
were as follows: 
Stone Size 
Mesh Size 
Thickness of Mat 
Width of Mat 
Length of Mat 
911 
4 11 X 4 11 X 12 1/2 S.W. G. galv. 
15 11 
5 di an:ieters 
2 1/2 - 3 1/2 diameters 
Construction of the gabion is achieved by excavating below the 
outlet to the required depth and placing ungraded rock fill in the 
excavation to bring the surface elevation to that required before the 
final mat is added. The mesh wire is then fixed in place on the fill 
and the graded rock added to bring the surface elevation to the final 
required height. Mesh wire is placed over this layer and ties from the 
previous wire fastened securely. Laushey (7-2) reported work on the 
gabion mat in 1961 by Hattersley and Cornish (12) indicating three 
promising aspects of the mat 
1) a simple 11gabion 11 apron shows excellent promise of providing 
an economical method of controlling the scour from a standard 
D.M.R. culvert outlet with wing walls disposed at 45 degrees 
to the pipe centerline discharging onto an erodible bed; 
2) the scour produced by the outflow at such a culvert is less 
in extent than at any of the previously designed structures 
including the more expensive rigid concrete type of dissipators;. 
3) the cost of constructing the 11gabion 11 apron is mainly the 
cost of a small excavation at the pipe outlet and the dumping 
of the required quantity of ungraded rock fi 11 together with 
the provision of the 1 1gabion 11 mat itself. 
Main drawback of the gabion mat is that, if a sufficient total 
thickness is not attained, then bed scour may begin and proceed to the 
stage of serious erosion and failure of the outlet works (11-4). 
Also, there has been concern that poorly graded or elsewise poorly 
positioned fill below the gabion mat will produce a condition of 
degeneration of this bed until it fails completely. 
Crib-Ilee Rock_ Riprap energy dissipater is probably one of the 
most recent research developments in the field. The basic idea of 
this structure is not radically differe�t from the armor layering 
concept. The crib and the criteria for the crib sizing are the main 
experimental focal points of this research. Difference was noted in 
the fact that the flow did not follow a smooth transition from pipe 
12. 
to dissipater, but instead was allowed to fall so that a jet was 
created. However, Laushey (7-14) reported that '' . •. the vertical 
component of th� mornt: Lun had nu i nfi uence on the hori zonta ·1 movement 
of the particles .•. The horizontal component of the momentum was found 
to be the same, irrespective of the vertical component, in causing 
incipient motion ..• " This information illustrates that the difference 
between jet flow and smooth transition is not as important as would be 
expected. 
The crib-type structure dissipates energy in like manner as the 
annor layering or the gabion mat. The jet falls on the rock riprap 
creating turbulenc� in the fluid and drag on the boundary of each rock. 
The stability c-f the rock riprap in the crib structure is related to 
magnitude of the velocity impinging on it. Stability is further 
influenced by containment of the rock riprap in the concrete crib. 
Thorson (13 ) has presented criteria pertinent to design of this _ 
type structure. Generally the crib should be three d i ameters wide at 
the cul vert outlet and flare out at a one to three slope. The length 
proposed was variant with the scouring conditions i nvolved. 
13. 
Performance of this structure has been restricted to the laboratory 
and has proven successful under such conditions. Field studies will be 
necessary to prove if this design is competitive with other such dissi­
paters and whether or not it performs as intended. 
Vertical- Drop Structures have had limited use for energy dissipation 
at the terminus of culverts. This use has usually been confined to 
square o r  rectangular shaped end structures because these properties 
insure the uniform lateral distribution of the discharge into the drop 
bas i n--a phenome�cn not often fo�nd wi th c i rcu l ar h i ghway cu l ve��s ar d 
one that is necessary to this type of energy dissipater . 
Construction of the vertical- drop structure necessitates a 
grade separation of the culvert outlet and the receiving channel. 
McPherson and  Meredith ( 3 )  reported several papers that have been written 
on optimum fall distance, lateral width , total length, and installation 
requirements (14, 1 5 , 16 ) . 
Precast construction is seldom used and on- the- site forming is 
common , especially on l arger outlets . Variable outlet condit i ons . often 
require individual design for each outlet and usually mean an added 
expense. 
Dissipation in the structure is accomplished by the vertical fall 
o f  the jet stream stri king the bottom side and the subsequent turbu l ence 
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of the fluid in the basin. The · fl uid then proceeds to f l o\t out of the 
structure to the natural receivi ng channel . 
14. 
Prototype eval uations have been completed and results demonstrate 
many limitations. McPherson and Meredith (3-12) stat�d that 1 1 effective 
culvert application appears to be restricted to box, arch, or horseshoe 
outl et cross-sections because l ateral distribut ion of the flow at the 
drop must be fairl y uni form." This, aJ ong with increased construction 
diffi culty, provides the basis for it not being popularl y  accepted. The 
most common occurrence of these type diss ipaters i s  in agricul tural 
structures where favorabl e outlet condi tions do exist. 
Hydraulic J ump or a stationary wave has had a history of much 
research and devel opment. Hydraulic journals abound in articl es 
concerni ng the jump phenomenon. Al so , much work h as been carri ed out 
in incorporating the energy di ss i pater characteristics of the hydrau l ic 
jump into useful control works at the outlet of culverts. 
The hydraulic j ump is a transitory phase between two open channel 
reg imes. The hi gh velocity, s upercri tical flow at the initial phase is 
jumped to a greater depth , subcri tical flow at the final phase. The 
point at wh i ch the j ump begi ns to r ise abruptly i s  cal led i ts toe and 
escalates in an upward, turbulent moti on. It then reaches a point where 
the ki netic energy is reduced to an equilibri um condi tion with the 
surrounding water s u rface . T he  fi nal point i s  cal l ed the sequent depth 
and i s  most often used in determinj ng the length of the jump al though 
other defined end points have been  gi ven consideration ( 1 7 -663). 
A hydraulic jump occurs only when special conditions exist in a 
flowing liquid. Hooks or end sills have been used successfully to 
induce j umps when essential components were lacking. Conditions 
favorable to creation of a j ump are supercritical flow emptying on 
a mild sloped channel bed with a free air surface. Position of the 
j ump is dependent on the given situation as is the depth . There is 
another aspect of the hydraulic jump that is affected by existing 
condition--the type of jump formed .  Type refers to whether it is 
repelled, transitory , or submerged. According to Raja-ratnam and 
Subramanya (18 ) the repelled j ump occurs when t he tailwater reaches 
a limiting position and any further increase causes a collapse of 
the water on to the lower , supercritical flow . A very unstable, 
transi tory jump i s  formed vJhen col l apsi ng occurs unt i l  once agai n a 
stable j ump is formed which is completely submerged. 
The loss of kinetic energy occurring i� a j ump is achieved by 
turbulence of the flui d and increasing the potential energy . This 
means a loss of momentum in accordance to Newton ' s  second law of 
15. 
motion. The 1 1 • • •  rate of loss of momentum must be equal to the unbalanced 
force acting on the moving mass to retard its motion (19-4. 94) . 11 
Efficiency of a hydraulic j ump in dissipating energy is considered 
reasonably good and explains why such a widespread use of the device 
on culvert outlets exists. 
Design of hydraulic j umps as separate or incorporated means of 
energy dissipation units has had considerable attentitin devoted to 
it. Silvester { 20) mentions information on three features as being 
necessary for a sat isfactory desi gn wh ich i nclude : 1) rati o of the . 
conjugate depths, 2) energy loss, and 3) length of the jump . Other 
aspects must be consi dered  when the desi gn i s  u sed at the termi nus of 
the culvert. They are the ava ilable length, acceptable extent of 
scour, shape of recei ving channel, and shape of the culvert i tself. 
When hooks or si lls are used , proper positi oni ng of these appurtenances 
are essenti a 1 to produce opti mum resuJ ts . 
MacDonald ( 2 1-1) noted that 1 1 • • •  one of the more i mportant factors 
i n  the di ssi pati on of energy was the locati on of the A-hooks relati ve 
to the basi n floor. '' It was noted i n  h i s  study that two posi ti ons 
produced the most favorable results. They were at the end si ll of the 
basi n and at the culvert end . The posi ti on at the culvert end was 
n2ce s s nri ly  e 1 i n1 1 1 a ted because of the incapab i "1 1 ty of pass ing debri s 
through the culvert . The end si ll position must sometimes be mod if ied 
because of scouri ng acti on of the jump i f  formed over an erod i ble bed 
and not on the apron i tself. Laurenson ( 6-5 ) i n  hi s research of Ashpond 
Dam outlet works reported " . .. the hydraulic jump formed over the end of 
the apron and scour holes were aga i n  formed agai nst each bank and at the 
center of the channel immedi ately dovmstream of the ri prap blanket. 11 
A compromi se of locat ion i s  probably necessary when hooks or s i lls are 
requi red to form or stabi li ze the jump. 
Hydraulic  jumps i n  rectangular channels a re the si mplest case to 
analyze and hence most l i terature . relates to this category of desi gn. 
Other desi gn shapes and a few researchers i nclude : trapezoi dal channel- ­
M .  H. Di ski n  and B .  S. Massey ; c i rcular channel- -A .  Th iruvengodam and 
R .  M. Advani ; trapezoidal and parabol i c--R. Si lvester ;  tri angular and 
parabolic- - P. A .  Argyropoulos ( 20 - 24 ) .  
Informati on for hydraul i c  jumps in rectangular channels with steep 
slopes has been reported ( 22 ) . J umps formed i n  a closed conduit have 
also been investigated and cri teri a establ ished for thei r satisfactory 
functi oni ng--a free air surface bei ng of mai n concern (23 ) . Reference 
�as gi ven to the submerged j ump and ment i on of how it compares with the  
free j ump should be made. Rao and Rajaratnam ( 24- 139 ) concluded that 
'' . . .  the submerged jump should not ordi nari l y  be preferred to the free 
jump for energy dissipation purposes . 1 1 Thei r reasoni ng stems from the 
fact that w ith a submerged jump hi gh  velociti es exi st along the low�r 
reaches of the channel and permeate for a considerable distance along 
th� bottom. 
Hydraul i c  jumps are an effective means of energy di ss i pati on 
and have been used at culvert outlets with s uccess . They are limi ted 
in uti l i zati on though because of condi ti ons that must be satisfied 
before they become functi onal . The extra cost of detailed studies 
that often accompany a project consi sting of a jump also makes the 
concept less attracti ve for smaller hydraulic works. 
Impact Wa 1 l  s a re another type of energy di ss i pa tor currently being 
used on highway drainage systems. Included in thi s  category are walls , 
baffles, blocks , weirs, and constri cted condui t sections. Although 
each design functions somewhat differentl y ,  the common principle is the 
reduction of energy by creating an  impact force. More technically 
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• • •  the water strikes a vertical elevated wall whi ch defl ects the water 
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upwards and laterally. The horizontal cap of the impact wall extends 
upstream and tends to turn the upper portion of the incoming flow, pro­
ducing a short roller  ( 3 - 1 5 ) . 1 1 The momentum thus is converted to a 
mechanical force that is resisted by the structure itself . Turbulence 
is also developed and contributes to loss of energy at the section. 
Designs of impact type dissipaters have been numerous and varied. 
One of the better known designs was dbne by the U. S .  Bureau of Reclam­
ation who developed a structure for 18 1 1  to 72 1 1  pipe culverts. It 
consists of a rectangular basin with a sunken floor and raised, trans­
verse impact wall (25 ,26 ) .  This dissipater, also known as Basin VI, 
has been used successfully for smaller culverts by the Missouri State 
Highway Department ( 3 - 1 3).  Argue ( 27 )  made a comparative study of 
Basin VI and a modified structure of the Department of Public Works, 
New South Wales, Australia which incorporated lateral ly flared walls. 
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The Contrct Costa dissipater is another notable impact structure 
that consists of a horizontal floor and a series of transverse impact 
walls. Reports on prototype performance demonstrated that the structure 
possessed considerable merit. Keim ( 4- 12 1, 122),  after an estimated 
" 30 year 1 1  flood had tested the dissipater, stated that 1 1 • • • upon inspection 
of the site after the storm, it was reported that the struoture sus­
tained no damage and the downstream area showed no evidence of 
erosion . . .  However, erosion had occurred at other uncontrolled outfalls 
in the area. 1 1 Warner ( 28 )  investigated the similarity of the Contra 
Costa to a 1 1baffle block 1 1  structure the South Dako·ta Department of 
Highways has adopted for troublesome culvert outlets. 
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Applicati on of the i mpact wall has been made for both pi pe and 
open channel outlets . Bi rmi ngham (29-67 ) reported use of these 
structures when veloci ti es ranged from 15 to 30  feet per second. They 
ach i eved energy reducti on rati o's as h i gh as 4 to 1. Some structures 
need consi de rable tai lwater depth to functi on properly wh i le others do 
not. It i s  generally recogni zed that structures with i nternal con­
stricti ons pose a problem wi th debri s _ so that any des i gn i ncluding wei rs, 
baffles, i nternal protrusi ons, or contracted sect ions should be avoi ded 
for general surface drai nage. 
The Sti lli ng Bas i n  or modif icati ons of the basin i s  probably the 
most common of all energy d i ssi paters. Sti lli ng basi ns are noth i ng new 
to the realm of hydrauli cs as they are a natural occurrence in  the 
cr.vi ror.r.i\;;;ilt. If  water i s  fl owi n g over  an erod i b i e  ma.teria l , i t  wi n 
eventually transport a port i on of the materi al away and rearrange that 
rema i ni ng to a state of equ i li bri um. In doi ng so, a bas i n i s  formed 
that effectually 1 1 sti l1 s 1 1  the flowing water and the bed to a degree of 
stab i li ty. Sti lli ng basins des i gned and cons.tructed by man are only 
a refi nement of thi s age- old process and employ the same pri nc i ple . 
The water flows into the bas in  wh i ch by desi gn wi ll resi st the i nit i al 
i mpacti ng force and causes a change of the flow di recti on .  The change 
of di recti on and subsequent tu rbul ence created by the bas i n produces a 
loss of energy. The water then i s  distributed to the downstream 
recei vi ng channel. 
Des i gns for st i lli ng basi ns are very numerous, the · more common 
ones being the mani fold bas i n, the plunge basi n, and the jump basi n .  
In 1 9 64 , Pill ar  and Unny ( 30 )  stated th at stilling basin design is 
primarily of ·an empirical nature .  They further commented that the ro l e  
of appurtenances in basins was not well understood. Model studies for 
stil ling basin design are probably more important than for any other 
dissipater works. Some design criteria and scope of utilization of 
different basi �s are inclu ded be l ow. 
Mani fo l d  Basin-- The pri n c i pl e of the man i fo l d incorporates a 
diffused jet ( diffused by the manifol d )  issuing into reservoir of 
\vater and ca u sing a very high degree of turbulence , sometimes knm·m 
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as boils. Fiala an d Albertson ( 3 1 - 56 )  reported two important advan­
tages of having the jet issue vertica l ly upward into overhead tailwater . 
They are : 
1 )  The j et entrains a ra rt of  the surround i ng fluid � 
and in so doing it distributGs its energy th ro u gh o u t  
the mass . Furthermore , much of the kinetic energy is 
converted into heat from the res u l ting she ar , . . .  
2 )  The kinetic energy that remains in the diffused 
jet as it reaches the surface of  the tail water causes 
the jet to rise in a bo i l above the tail water. The 
boil then spreads radial ly, causing a rapid reduction 
and dispersion of kinetic energy. 
The manifo l d  concept h as generally been well received. Stevenson 
and Wilkenson ( 32 - 1 74 ) con c l uded that it has  wide applicability and is 
more economical than conventional basins for high velocities. They 
al so noted the g re ate st drawback  v;as its suscepti bi 1 ity to i•Jaterborne 
trash that mig ht cause operational and maintenance problems. 
Plunge Basin-- the principle of the plunge basin consists of a 
jet of water dumping into an excavated hole used for the purpose of 
a stilling basin. The depression is usually lined  for protection 
from ero s i on am.i · i n c l ude any di ffe ren t  comb i nati ons  o f  a nnor l aye ri ng  
an d ri p rap . 
Col o rado ·: �ate Un i ve rs i ty pe rformed research  on l i n i n g o n l y  the 
i mpact a rea  of  the  j et with ri prap fo r a mo re . economi ca l  desi gn ( 33 ) . 
The U .  S. Bureau of 11eclamation has also investiaated another type of 
plunge basi n ( 34 ) . A serious drawbac k  to this basin i s  that it 
necessari ly be a depressed basi n. This means added expense in con­
structi on and a general nuisance if the pool fails to dra i n after use. 
The basi n i s  an efficient  energy dissipater if properl y desi gned and 
i s  flexible to permit application to a variety of culvert outlets . 
Jump Basi n - - th i s  basin i s  a combi nation of a hydraul ic  j ump and 
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a sti l l  basin . The criti cal _ portion of the desi gn i s  the position i ng 
of the chute b l ocks � ba ffl e p i er , or end s i l l s ?  whatever  i s  t! s ed  to  
help stabilize the j ump location. Bradley and Pe terka ( 35 - 2 )  attempted 
to standardize des i gn  practices for such basi ns and based the i r  study 
on the characteri sti cs of the stream flowi ng into the basi n. 
Mi scellaneous types- -among other sti lling basi ns  that have been 
studi ed for culverts i s  a si de -di scharg i n g  impact basin and a chute­
block type d i ssipater. In both cases, the basi n i s  constr ucted  
completely of  concrete and have been successfully used. 
Sti lling basi ns currently being used for conduits usually have 
a transit i on  sect i o n  i ncorporated i nto the ir  desi gn . Th i s  secti o n i s  
laterally flared to d i ssipate the . momentum of the water before dumpi ng 
i nto the basi n (3- 12 ) .  Vari ed reports have bee n  g iven  .on the perform­
ance of such transiti on sections incorporated wi th stilli ng basi ns. 
THEORET I CAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The problem of describing the energy of and the forces acting on 
a fluid fl owing through a stilling basin is very difficult. The 
addition of a transverse impact wall at the exterior end of the basin 
further complicates this problem and makes an exact theoretical study 
of the fluid ' s  behavior almost impossible. Various attempts have been 
made though  to analyze flow characteristics under such conditions and 
usually employ the same basic hydraulic equations or combinations 
thereof . The equations include the conservation of energy equation, 
the continu i ty of mass flow equation, and the momentum-force equation . 
The conservation of energy equation describes the relationships 
of vari ous energy i np t 1t  and output sources . The e0.uati on takes i nto 
account the mass flow of the fluid in respect to the internal and 
external energy changes. The Bernoulli equation is a simplification 
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of the original energy equation. The conti nuity of mass flow equation 
relates the relative position or any change of position of the fluid 
mass at any instant . For uniform , steady flow, the mass into a control 
vol ume must equal that which is coming out of the control volume. The 
momentum equation is an expression of the forces acting on and/or 
produced by the fluid flow. The summation of external and internal 
forces is eq ual to the flu id ' s  momentum going out of a control volume, 
minus that which is coming in . Applying these eq uations to the culvert 
and outlet works under consideration in this study, a theoretical 
solution can be  obtained . Before beginning with actual manipulat ions 
of equations though ,  several relationships s hould be established. 
Generally, the scour depth decreases with an increase in the 
dissipated energy ; t hat is, the scour depth decreases with a decrease 
in energy available for era s  ve action. Ahmad ( 36 )  conducted a 
l aboratory experi ment on the effect of the length of apron on scour 
depth be 1 O\'J a s pi 1 hmy fa r the same fl ov, condition and bed  material . 
He found that the scour depth reduced as the l ength of the apron 
increased or as the total e nergy decre_ased. This rel ationship al so 
applies to the flow at the outlet of a cul vert where the scouring 
action wil l be reduced by successful energy dissipation. 
For the proposed erosion control works , the energy is dissipated 
by expansion of the flow first between  sections 1 and 2 (See Figure · 1) 
and then again between se ct i ons  3 and 4. In these sections vortices 
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a rc gc�cratcd a�d d i s s i pat2d , req u i ri �g � s ubstant i a l enerny l os s  ( 37 ) . 
From section 2 to 3, the flow i� contracted by an impact wall. This 
type of rapidly accelerating fl m,: in an open channel often produces 
the condition simi l ar to irrotational fl ow, and thus , the energy l oss 
may be neglected for practical problems requiring only an approximation. 
As Morris ( 37 ) pointed out , the energy l oss due to a contraction is 
primarily caused by t he re -expan s ·i on  of the flow following contraction . 
I n  closed con duits (38 ), the ene rgy loss in a sudden expansion,�E, 
may be expressed by 
� E = K (� v l  
2g ( 1 )  
where K is a coefficient of expan si on loss and � V i s  the difference 
of the upstream an d down s tream velocities. Applying this equation 
' <  
to open channel fl ow , Fermi. ca , quoting from Chow ( 39) , found that K 
is a function mai nly of geometry of the channel and only slightly 
related to the d i s charge . 
Wi th r�ference to F i gure 1, the energy equation can now be 
expres sed as : 
2 2 2 V 1 / 2g + D = v2 / 2g  + Y2 + K1 -z (V 1- V2 ) / 2g ( 2 ) 
for secti ons 1 and 2 
· 2 2 V2 / 2 g  + y2 = V3 / 2g  + y3 ( 3) 
for secti on s  2 and 3 
2 2 2 and v3 / 2g  + y3 = v4 /2g + y4 + K3 _4 ( V3
- V4) / 2g (4) 
for secti ons 3 and 4 .  
• The continu i ty equati on betv1e·en these sections is : 
( 5 ) 
Combining equations 2 to 5 ,  the energy at section 4 can be expres sed  
as : E4/ D  = 1 + F /  1 21{1-K1 -2 (1 - 1r /6 f}-
. L' (L/4D+y2/D ) 2} 
K3 _4 [ 1T /6 - fr/6 �-z. (6) \,( L/ 2D+y3/ D+H/D)(y3/D-H/D) (L/2 D+y4/ D)y4/9) 
where th e Froude Numbe r , F 1 = v i
fv'D9 . 
It can be seen from equations 2 and 5 that 
from equati on 3 and 5 th at 
y3/ D  = f2 ( F1 , L/ D , H/ D ,12/ D
) 
from eouat ion 4 and 5 that 
I 
( 7 )  
and ( 8)  
( 9) 
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Finally, substituting equations 7, 8, and 9 in equati on 6, the energy 
E4/ D, takes the followinq functional form : 
. E4/ D  = f4 ( F 1 , L/ D , H/D
) . ( 10 )  
The relation between the flow energy and scour depth has not yet 
been fully understood . However, it is generally recognized ( 36) that 
there is a close relation ship between them, and therefore the scour 
depth must also be a function of F 1, L/D, and H/ D .  
The plot of dmax/ D versus £4/ D  for F 1 = 0 . 88 ( 0=4
1 1  and v 1 = 2. 88 
ft/sec )  and L/D  = 6. 0 is s hown in Figure 2 where the maximum scour 
decreases as the energy decreases. 
The above theoretical analysis gives an idea of the phenomenon 
occurring at the outlet works ; but at best , is an approximate solution 
subject to numerous as sumptions. Another means of treating the 
complicated, three dimensional flow is by the method of dimensional 
analysis. This method concentrates les s  on actual n umerical val ues 
and therefore facilitates a better understanding of the theoretical 
principles involved. 
Dimensional anal ysis is a name given to the proces s of taking a 
basic quality that is desired to be studied and relating it to a 
number of relevant variables by mean s of some function. That i s  
v = f { Q , Q,p, m) 
where 9, Q,p, � are the rel evant variabl es that in some functional 
way , f, affect the q uality unde r ·study, Y .  The dimensional study is 
i·nitiated by collecting all the variables that might , in some way , 
have an effect on the qual ity under consideration. These  variables 
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are then subjected to a series of tests or experimentations that will 
establish a reasoning pattern from which a choice of relevant variables 
can be made . The irrelevant variables are at this time discarded from 
the study and the variables selected as relevant are operated on in 
such a way as to produce all dimensionless parameters. This operation 
(mere d ivision of the each variable ' s  units of dimension) is followed 
�Y an investigati.on to dete rmi ne the fun ct i onal  re l at i on s h i ps  between 
the quality under study and each dimensionless parameter. Finally, the 
entire process is arranged in proper perspective and uti'l ized by means 
of graphs, equations , etc � to explain the phenomenon being researched. 
The basic qua 1 i ty under study in this research project was the 
extent of scour below a culvert outlet with an attached energy dissi­
pater. The extent of s cour showed to be proport i onal to the maximum 
depth of the scour hole , drnax , although it should be remembered that 
total extent of scour is necessarily a volume. For simplicity sake 
though, the e xtent of scour was rerresented by dmax. The quality, 
now dmax, was thus related to the following variables : 
dmax = f ( V , D,v, D9 , h , d50, L, H,9h , 9v , 0 ) 
where V - Velocity of flow 
D diameter of culvert 
V - viscosity of the fluid 
Dg - mean diameter of g
ravel riprap 
h - depth of the tailwat�r 
d50 - particle size of th
e basi n ' s  sand that i s  50% 
finer by weight 
L distance of the wall from the pipe outlet 
height of the wal l rel ative to the 
'·" · cu 1 vert invert 
0 
'l 
- horizontal expansion angl e of the basin 
vertical recess angl e of the basin 
- unit weight of water 
The eq uation wa� · �hanged to dimensionless parameters by first writing 
dmax = f ( V , D ,v, D9 ,h,d59
, L, H ,9h,gv ' )') 
and  e s tabl i sh ing  tr. 0 � i mt:1 _ . s i onal units, 
·w ; ti ch were 
1 = l ength 
2 1 = (1 , 1 ,1 ,l ,l ,1,1,1,0 , 0,w } . 
f' t' · . 13 
t '  = time w = weight 
The veloci ty, diameter, and viscosity terms were then combined  to produce 
the Froude number ( V/./go) and Reynol ds number ( DV/v) which are both non­
dimensional already. Al l the remaining terms with un i ts except o have 
only a l ength d i mension and were made non- dimensional by divi ding by a 
common l ength term such as the diameter, D .  The unit weight term, Y , 
was not operated on because the unit  weight for water at constant temp­
erature does not vary, and such was the case for this study . The non­
dimens ional function is therefore expressed by : 
dmax = f ( F , R, D
9
/ D,h/ D,d50/D , L/D, H/ D ,Qh , Q v, Y ).  
Util ization of the dimensional study is made by means of  determi ning 
rel ationships between the terms as il l ustrated on the graph in Figure 3.' 
The pl ot of the Froude numbers and geometry of the model to the maximum 
scour depth ,�as made b ut no significant correl ation was found in this 
case. The effect of the Reynol ds number was negl ected �ecause the 
turbul ence within the stil l ing basin and behind the impact wal l was 
sufficiently great that any l aminar zone near the boundary was 
i neffective and the infl uence of viscosity was insignificant ( 36). 
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The gravel riprap term , □9/D ,  was varied at the beginning of the 
study, but proved to be of little importance and therefore the diameter 
size was standarized to one mixed ratio ranging between 1/8 to 3/ 8 the 
diameter of the pipe. The tailwater depth term, h/D ,  .was determined 
significant with results showing that the small dmax/D corresponded 
to a small h/D for a lowered wall and to a large h/ 0 for a raised wall . 
This was just the opposite for a larg� dmax/ 0 ( Figure 4 ) . 
Some of the di mensionless parameters could not be evaluated because 
of the limited available data. For example , only one sand particle size 
(d50/D) was used throughout the experiment al ong with only one value of 
Qhand 9v . 
The remaining two parameters , L/D and H/D, affected the extent 
of scour in vari ous ways . The greater l ength , L/ D ,  of the wa l l  from 
the cul vert outl et carried with it mo re extreme scour at one end point, 
but sloped sharper to less scour at the other end point . The closer 
length of the wal l from the outl et seemed to have less serious scour at 
one extreme, but sloped milder to the region of least scour (Figure 4 ) . 
The height , H/ D, of the impact wall on extent of scour varied inversely 
for the two tailwater conditions observed . The low tailwater condition 
showed best scour prevention when H/D  was small while the high tai lwater 
condition created an opposite result ( F i gure 4 ) . Further discussion of 
these parameters can be found in the Results and Discussion s ection .  
Dimensional analysis has been ut i lized for two main reasons : 
1) to s i mpli fy the functional relationshi ps between variables and 
2) to provide some understanding of the phenomenon that occurs in the 
basin. 
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EX PERIMENTAL MODE L AND TEST PROCEDU RES 
The problem of erosion protection for culvert outlets encompasses 
a number of different aspects. Theoretical treatment of the problem 
alone becomes very d i fficult because of the incorporation of a sti lling 
basi n into the outlet works whi ch involves compl icated three d i mensional 
analysis and also uncertai n  turbulent phenomena caused by shear forces 
in the basi n. Thi s  latter poi nt, turbulent phenomena , is sti ll considered 
in the novici ary stage and varied theories testi fy to much uncertainty 
in thi s  area. 
The general approach to research in the hydrauli c f ield which 
· involves a stilling basi n or modi fi cation thereof i s  a model study. A 
prototype scaled down to model size i s  an effective means of obtaining 
informati on when prototype studies themselves would- be economical l y  
unfeasible and/or the number of parameters i s  large. Thi s  study involves 
such a model i nvesti gati on for the analysis of an energy d i ssi pater for 
smal l and med i um si ze culvert outlets. Cri teria used for the model 
designs an� the actual desi gn i s  di scussed below i n  some detail . Also, 
the equi pment used, the scope of the study, and the operati onal procedures 
wi l l  be descri bed in the later parts of this section. 
Design of the Model and Criteria Used 
The design of the model was controlled by cri teria relevant to a 
jet issuing forth i nto a stilling basin respondi ng pri marily to gravita­
tional forces . The basic req u i rement of the criteri a was that geometri c 
and dynamic sim i lari ty of the model and prototype be sati sfied. Thi s  
simil arity was achieved in the model desi gn by utiliz i ng the 
fol l owing  procedures. 
Geometric si mi l a.ri ty req u i res that the ratios of all linear 
dimensions are equal. For convenience a.nd because of l aboratory 
facil it i es , a twel ve to one ratio was chosen for this study. Al l the 
di mens i on s  of th e prototype vi'e re then sea  1 e d  to the mode 1 size by 
using this ratio and a four foot culv�rt wou l d thus be properl y 
represented by a fo ur inch p i pe ,  a si x foot lenth by six inches, and 
so forth. 
Dynami c simil arity requires that all dynami c forces act i ng on 
the prototype are by some means re l ated to the dynamic forces acti ng 
on the model . This relati onship was devel oped by Froude and has come 
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to be known as Froude number criteri a. It is a function of the ve l ocity 
and depth of flow al ong with gravitati onal acceleration. 
Veri ficati on that Froude number cri teria be employed in a study 
concerned w ith stil l i ng basi n phenomena is given in vari ous sources. 
Morris ( 37-26 ) reported that where gravi ty forces are i mportant such 
as  in the case of a still ing basin , Froude number criteri a  should be 
satisfied . Hansen ( 40 -404 ) stated that the Froude number is important 
for free surface f1 0\·1s that  are mai nl y affected by grav� ty forces. Chow 
( 39 - 1 3 )  also ment ions that the Froude number is related to f l ow conditions 
infl uenced ma i nly by gravi t at i onal phenomena. Other references ( 9 , 1 9 ) 
offer the same advice as  to the choice of the Froude number cri teria to 
the Peynolds number cri teria as being the more rel evant to still ing basin 
mode l ing. 
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Util ization of Froude number criteria was made by eq uating the 
Froude numbers of the prototype and model. The Fro ude number is defined 
as the velocity of  the  fl ow divi ded by sq uare root of the product 
of the depth times the gravitational accel eration , V/ J Dg . Given a 
velocity of ten feet pe r  second as the maximum design ve l ocity fo r the 
prototype, the mo del vel ocity was cal cul ated as : 
Froude No. = Y/ "°9 
so that : 
Fp = Vp/Jf5p'g and Fm = Vm/J Dmg 
in o rder to insure dynamic simil arity, FP must equal Fm, 
and Vp/� = Vm/� 
For a four foot culvert with Op = 4
1 and · vp = 10  fps (feet per second ) 
c.n d a o :1e--t·.'c 1 fth s i ze culve rt mcdel , . , ; +- h n = ll 1 1 1 ?  = 1 ,1 3 a c.nd  V = ? � ·  · - ·  -·m ' ' ... ._ · m 
it fo l l ovJs : 10  fps/ J 4 ' ( 32 . 2) =  v,iJ l / 3 ' ( 32 . 2 ) 
vm = 2 . 88 fps 
The model ' s  velocity was then adjusted to 2 . 88 fps during the test runs 
so that prototype conditions were assumed to be recreated in the 
1 aboratory. 
The 10  fps prototype velocity used i n  this study was cho sen because 
of  the recommendati on ma de hy the South Dakota Highway Department (4 1 ) 
which stated 1 1 • • •  it is the policy o f  this office that the maximum outl et 
velocity for +he cross d rainage pipe sho uld be 10 fps a pproaching a 
natural channel . ' : It is conceivabl e that if the energy dissipator 
functioned satisfactoril y at this maximum design vel ocity , then it 
shoul d function as  good or better when l e s s  strained performances are 
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needed ; and therefore, a 10 fps velocity was adopted . Higher velocities 
were not�d in various other research reports on energy dissipators . 
Sand was employed to simulate an alluvial bed at the outlet of the 
culvert. The s and  particle size was chosen such that 50 per cent of 
the particles ' diameters were 1 . 0  mm or smaller (Figure 5) . . The Bulk 
Specific Gravity of the sand was found to be 2 . 65 .  
Various gradations of rock sizes were used to effect riprap 
protection in the sti lling basin . The same geometric ratio of 12 : 1  
was utilized to determine sieve sizes when screening the gravel for 
the project . Prototype rock riprap classified into four categories 
was chosen for the protective layers. These four categories and s i zes 
were : a )  large - 1 1/ 2 1 to 2 1 diameters ; b )  medium - 1 1 to 1 1/2 1 
diameters ; c )  small - i/2 1 to 1 '  diameters ; and d )  mixed - a random 
selection of a, b, and c. 
Pipe sizes were chosen to represent the small and medium size 
ranges of culverts . This consisted of three choices of pipes up to 
and including culverts with four foot diameters . Even halving and 
quartering of the four foot diameter produced the remaining two diameter 
sizes of two foot and one foot respectively . Utilizing the geometric 
similarity ratio of 1 2 : i, the model diameter sizes became one, two and 
four inches and the total pipe l ength was arbitrarily set at  120 inches 
(or 120 ft in the prototype) . The total length could have conceivably 
been shortened, but a unifonn fl ow was desired at the culvert outlet and 
the extra length gave the added insurance of such issuance � 
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The stil ling basin design was generally of the foll owing shape. 
The basin flared out latera l l y  at about 30° angle from the pipe to the 
impact wall and sloped down to the wall at a 1 : 4 rati� for a L=4D wall 
setting , the maximum depth of the basi n would · be 1D  . . The side slope of 
the embankments was set at a 2 : 3  ratio , commencing at the centerline of 
the basin and proceeding to the exterior edges of the basin (Fig ure 6). 
The transverse impact wall was represented by a 1/4 1 1  aluminum sheet 
suffi ciently wi de to guarantee that , for any necessary height and width 
wall setting , the dimensi ons of the sheet would satisfy this condition . 
The tota ·1 si ze of  the wa 1 1  was 1 5 1 1  by 48 1 1 • 
Equipment Used 
The eq uipment us ed in the research proj ect consisted of a centri-
fugal pump connected by a series of pi pes to the culvert mode 1 v1hi ch 
was a 10 foot long section of cast iron pipe. The culvert outlet section 
then fitted against a six by eight by two foot aluminum test flume that 
contained a sand bed six feet downstream of the culvert outlet and 
emptied into a two foot s ettling basin wh i ch was used to re�ove suspended 
sand parti cles. At the end of the tes t  flume was positioned an adj ustable 
weir to control the tailwater depth. An open conduit was provided  bel ow 
the weir to transport the water back to the s u�p where it would be pumped 
back through the system ( See Figure 7) . The flow was measured  by means 
of a Sparling meter and weig h tank and was adjusted by a gate valve near 
the pump outlet. The basin and impact wall were positioned by means of 
a three foot horizontal le vel and measuring scale calibrated to 1/8 of 
an i nch. The fl ow depths and scour  measw;.ements were al so taken wi fh 
the level and meas uring s c ale. 
Scope o( the Stl!.9_1-
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The purpose of this study was to l earn more about the s co ur 
phenomena at the outlet of small and mec!ium size culverts and to deter­
mine if a trans verse impact wall and �till ing basin could effect an 
efficient energv dis sipater . Since s uch a study can involve numerous 
parameters , the scope of the research had to be limited and even exclude 
s ome areas and facets of related interes t. 
Chief parameters to be investigated during the experiment  period 
included the height of the impact wall,  the l ength of the wall from 
the outlet, the size of the gravel ri prar � the  depth of t�2 bas � n ' s  
tailwate r, and the different pipe sizes.  The height of the impact wall 
was adjusted to O �  1 /4, 1/2 ,  and 3/4 the height of the culvert outlet 
for the two and four inch pi pes and 0 ,  1 / 2  and 1 the cul vert height for 
the one inch pipe. The length of the wall from the outlet was varied at 
three, four, and six times the pipe ' s  diameter� but the 3D  positioning 
was very l imited . The s ize of gravel varied from 1/2 inch to 2 inch  
sieve openings with 1 /2  inch increments determining three grave l grada­
tions - large, medium, and small. Also , one random mix was obtained by 
combing all three sizes. The depth of the basin ' s  tailwater was alternat�d 
between a h igh and low position. The high  tailwater condition meant that 
the water surface was even with the crown of the culvert ·outlet and 
simulates a condition of a culvert emptying _ into a drainage ditch designed 
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to carry a ful l flow. The lm-J tail water condition meant a tailwater 
depth of around 1/4  the culvert diameter and simulates a culvert empty­
ing onto flat land having lateral dispersal of t he flow. The three pipe 
sizes , as mentioned in the design criteria, were one, two, and four inches 
and represented one , two , and four foot cu l verts respectively . 
Parameters that were held constant or infrequently changed during 
the research included the horizontal �lope of the  culvert , variance of 
the outlet velocity , and employment of only one sand size . The horizon­
tal sl ope of the culvert was kept at zero degrees for convenience of 
comparing the various resul ts . The velocity was chosen as 10 fps for 
reasons cited in the des i gn criteria. The sand size was unaltered for 
. reasons of comparison of the more important parameters and also because 
va1�i ng sand s i ze s  ha s been shown to be i n s i gnifi cant in determi n i ng the 
equil ibrium depth. of scour in a model with the Froude number less than 
unity ( 42 -35 , 43- 31 ) .  
Procedural Ope ration 
The procedure for the preparation, running , and subsequent data 
collection fol lowed a systematic routine . The foll owing paragraphs 
describe that routine . 
The transverse impact wal l was impl anted in the sand basin at a 
controlled distance from the culvert outlet and the height was adj usted 
to a predetermined measurement relative to the outlet . The stil l ing 
basin was then prepared as was shown previously in Figure 6. 
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The next step in preparation of the model before the test run was 
l ayering the stilling basin with the selected si ze riprap. The gravel 
riprap was spread- out in an even, one layer thickness and then a 
second layer was positioned in highly erosive or turbulent areas of the 
basin. These areas included where the jet impacted in the basin, under­
neath the culvert lip , and also adjacent the transverse impact wall. 
Much of the reinforced layering was done by guess at the onset, but 
experience of a few runs made possible the more d i screet positioning. 
Once the wall and riprap were in place , the surrounding sand in the bed 
was smoothed out so that detection of scour would be possible. The weir 
height was then adjusted for a low or high tailwater condi tion. 
The model was now ready for the simulated runoff discharge and a 
picture (Figure 8 )  was obta ined s o  that a comparison could be made with 
those pictures taken after the run was completed. 
The water was allowed to slowly flow into the basin to soak- up 
the sand and establish the desired tailwater depth. The discharge was 
then gradually increased to the maximum design flow and allowed to run 
two hours. The two hours were decided as the run length because it was 
believed the scour patterns were fairly well established by this time. 
(The two hour lab run was equ i valent to seven hours prototype time based 
on Froude number criteria. ) Also, it was thought that maximum discharges 
existing long�r than seven hours duration in the natural environment 
were quite infreq uent occurrences. This is especia l ly true for small and 
medium culverts whi ch  drain water out of comparatively sma l l  basins. 
Flow measurements were recorded at di fferent intervals throughout 
the running pro cess to insure attainment of the desired exit velocity. 
Other scour measurements and co1nments we re registered as the model was 
in operation. 
At the cessation of the run, the water was gradually drained from 
the bed and contours were made of the scour areas and surrounding 
features. Measurements of the basin a�d  scour holes were completed 
and the entire model was again photographed ( Figure 9 )  to conclude a 
run. A total of sixty-seven runs were performed in the entirety of 
the research program. 
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RESULTS AND D ISCUSS ION 
The des i gn of the model , cho ice of parameters , scope of the 
study and procedurai  operati on were di scussed i n  the previous secti on 
to i ntroduce the general nature of the research study. The presen­
tation of results and  subsequent di scuss i on i s  presented i n  th i s  
secti on . It i ncludes the fol lowi ng parameters or condi ti ons that 
were relevant to the study : 1) exi t  ve l oci ty ,  2) extent of scour 
wi thout di ssi pater, 3) hei ght of the i mpact wall , 4 )  length of impact 
wal l from outl et, 5 )  gravel s i zes , 6 )  basin cri ter i a ,  7 )  pipe 
di ameters, and 8) mi scellaneous topi cs. 
'Exit_ Veloci ty 
The exi t veloci ty of the culvert was selected as 10  fps ( feet 
per second ). The one veloci ty selecti on  faci li tated 1 im i ti ng the 
magni tude of data collecti on whi le sti l l  gi v i ng what was thought of 
as a cri t ical veloci ty needed to study the scour phenomenon. Also , 
keepi ng the veloc i ty constant at 1 0 fps for all runs made compari son 
of the remai n i ng parameters much more mean ingful . The g i ven veloc i ty 
is the max imum desi gn ve 1 oci ty generally used by the South Dakota 
Hi ghway Department and is of suffi ci ent magn i tude for most small and 
medi um si ze culve rts unless excess i vel y deep pondi ng at the i nlet i s  
permi tted. I t  should be stated too that the flow i n  the culvert was 
assumed full flov-1 . Th i s  i s  not al v.J
.
ays true and may cause some concern 
. because the ve 1 oc i  ty of a flui d i n  a pi pe i ncreases wi th a decrease of 
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fl ow· depth until a round 3/ 4 the depth. The ve 1 oci ty then decreases 
with the depth from this point on ( See Figure 10 ) .  
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The velocity increase is not of great importance if the mass­
energy principle is appl i ed to the situation even though energy varies 
as the square of the veloci ty. This is so because as the vel ocity 
increases, the total mass is decreasing and tends to offset each other .  
Therefore, the net change of the tota.1 energy for a pipe fl owing 
in the region above 3/4 0 is rel atively small. 
The clari fication of part full and full flow is _of importance in 
describing conditions existent in a pipe, but is not extremely critical 
for energy dissipation pu rposes in outl et works. 
Scour Hi thout Ene rJLL Diss i pa tor 
To demonstrate the value of the energy dissipator s  it was 
necessary to produce conditions that would exist when nothi ng was 
used. A series of  runs were therefore performed that included none 
of the dissipating devices that were being tested in this study . 
Figures 11 and 12  show the results for both the high and low tailwater 
conditions when the two and four inch pipe sizes were used. 
Characteris tics of all the low taih!ate r cond i tions were rel a­
tivel y co�non as were the characteristics of al l the h i gh tailwater 
conditions. Chief differences between the two conditions were that 
the l ow tailwater runs were generally greater  i n  width, s horter in 
l ength, and o f  g reater depth . than were the high tailwater runs . .  
Comparison of  these re s ults with those using an ene rgy aissipator 
il lustrated· t he va l ue o f  the d i ss i pater in red ucing scouring action. 
Height of !__ ,. · '  1 1  
The he i ght of the transverse impact wal l relat i ve to the culvert 
invert was one of the mai n  parameters that was selected to be i nvest i­
gated. As was the case i n  the d i scussion of scour wi thout protect i on ,  
the two tai lwater conditi ons exh i b i ted q uite profound effects on the 
hei ght  setti ngs of the i·1a 1 1  • The tvto condi t i ons wi 1 1  therefore be 
di scussed separately. 
Low tailwater con d i t ion - the wall setti ng for a low tai lwater 
cond i t i on seemed to favor the lmvest poss·i ble posi t i on. The d i fference 
i n  the extent of scour from 0-H/ D  to 3/4-H/ D can be seen i n  F i gure 1 3 . 
The pictures are for the two inch pi pe. The general trend i s  i l lus -
. trated in graph form in F igure 14- with practi cally no scour at the 1 m·1 
wal l  sett i ng to excess i ve scour at the hi gher wall sett i ngs. 
The explanati on proposed for the vari ance of the scour w ith the 
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wall h e i ght comes part i ally from the fact that at greater he i ght 
setti ngs, the ,,,ater vwuld form a free overfall \11hen flowing across the 
pr6trudi ng wal l and  create turbulence at the base of th e wa l l. This 
would i ni tiate scouring action and conti nue unt il , at some d i stance 
downstream of the \'/a 1 1  , the fl ov, \'✓as returne .... : to a tran q u i  1 s tate. A 1 so , 
very l i ttle scour occurred '.'!1en  the v1all vJas lm·:er because  a smooth 
transi t i on vrns e ffected bet\ leen the stilling bas i n ,  wall , and the dmm-
stream channe l . 
H i gh tailwater cond it ion - this  condition favored just the opposi te 
. wall setti ng as the l ow water condi tion for optimum sco r reduct ion. 
F i gures 1 5  an d 1 6  i 1 1  us trate that , for a wa 1 1  s etting of 0 - I V D ,  
a cons i derable amount of scouri ng has occurred while the reverse is t rue 
for the 3/4-H/ D s et t i ng .  The �ain expl anation for s uch a s i tuati on 
developing is t hat if the wa l l  i s  too l ow and the tai lwater is hi gh , the 
water pa sses o ve r  the wall in streamlines without any interference. This 
means the flow is not contracted a n d  s u bsequently affected by an expansion 
loss . It therefore bypass es the stillin g basin and impact wall and flows 
across the channel with virtually the same energy as it left the outlei 
with, causing a good deal of s courin g. 
Raising the impact wall to a hi gher position has a three-fold effect 
on the fl ow i ng  water  an d s ubseq uent scour ing  action. First, the wal l 
inte rcepts the flow streamline s  and increases the turbulent action inside 
the stil l ing basin, for which it is designed . Second, it c reates an 
e xpa n s i on l os s  d0�,m s tream of the protrud i n g  impact �-;a 1 1 .  Th i s  expans i o i·1 
1 6ss is closely related to the expansion ratio, whi ch is defined as the 
ratio of the expanded area to the initial area. The larger the expansion 
ratio, the greater the energy loss will be. Since the wall is in the 
raised posit i on, a nearly maximum expansion ratio i s  being utilized and 
therefore the scour depth is min i mum. And third , it develops a dead 
water s p ace on the downstream side of the wall next to the e rodible 
channel be d. This facilitates a smooth transition from the stilling 
basin to the natural receiving channel and also greatly reduces the 
s cour velocity in the l ower reaches. 
Figure 1 7  is a comparison of an optimum and non-optimum wall height 
sett i ng for the l mv and high taihvater conditions and a four inch pipe. 
The wall heig ht was never positioned over 3/4-H/ D for the two and four 
inch pipes and 1-H/ D for the one inch pipe because of aes thetic and 
safety reasons along with res trictions due to side bank  heights. 
Length of t-Ja 1 1  from Outlet 
The d i s tance of the t ransverse i mpact wall from the culvert outlet 
was also s tudied, although not as extensively as the wall height. A 
GOmparison of the 4D  and 6 0  lengths cao be seen in Figure 4 for both 
low and high tailwater conditions. 
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The low tailwater plots show that for 3/4-H/D, the 4D  length is 
better than the 6D length ; but at the optimum , 0-H/ D  location, the 60 
l ength is somewhat more effective than the 40 length. The high tail�ater 
plots are es s entially the same as the low water plots although the slope 
is negat i ve. I n  summary , the 40 l ength is not as effective in p reventing 
scour at the optimum height setting as the 60 length. The 4 D  length 
though is more effective the further from the optimum setting for which 
comparison is made, and is the better of the two choices at the worst 
setting. 
The selection of a 4D  or  6 0  length should undoubtedly be influenced 
by criteria other than effective s cour protection, one of which is economy 
of design. For this case , choosing 4D  ins tead of 6D would mean a 33 1/3 
per cent saving of length and around 40 per cent savi n g  of g ravel riprap. 
Evaluating the alternatives between the small difference in scour re­
duction with a rather large saving$ in economy would probably prove the 
40 length superi or to the longer length. The construction of the 
dissipater v-,ith a wall height not at optimum setting would also favor the 
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smaller �ength to the larger and would increase with increasing 
divergence from the optimum height setting. The just i fication of a 60  
length could presuma bly exist when an outlet is  particularly troublesome 
or when the utility of scour protection is exceptionally va 1 uab 1 e. 
Gravel Size 
The most effective size . of gravel_ �iprap used in protection of the 
stilling basin was investigated during the course of this study. All 
trials were run with the four inch pipe diame ter and 6 D  length of a 
wall from the  cul vert outlet so that nea rly uniform conditions existed 
on each trial. The g ravel sizes were mentioned earlie r and included 
three specific ranges  and one randoMly mixed s ample. The ratio of the 
average diameter  size of each of the three ranges to the d i ameter si z� 
of the pipe v,ere as fo 1 1  m•;s : 1 arge 1 :  2. 3 ;  medium 1 :  3 .. 2 ;  and  sma 1 1  1 : 5. 3. 
The one random sample was a combinat i on of all three ratios. 
The resul ts of testing different gravel sizes proved to be 
unproductive. The depth of scou r  associated wi th each specifi c gravel 
size was nearl y the same , although the smaller g ravel sizes were a l ittle 
more effective on reduci no sco 1 1r. .A random samp 1 e was then mixed from 
the three excl us ive sizes and te s ted in s ucceeding runs. I t  was found 
that the random sample showed promise of being as effective as any of  the 
other three samples. The remaining runs were therefore performed with 
a random mix of gravel sizes o f  th� three ratios given above (average 
ratio 1 : 3. 6 )  and a diameter  range of 1/8 to 3/8 the pipe diameter . 
Sel ection of a random mix gravel was infl uenced by another factor 
besides the scour preventative capability and that is , again, economy. 
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It is usually true that  a mixed gravel composition is more representative 
of what can be found in the fiel d .  This means expensive g rading and 
handling could be kept to a minimum whi le not affecting the operation of 
the stil l ing  basin itsel f. A rest riction to the random mix shoul d be 
made though regarding a minimum acceptabl e diameter size. A minimum 
diameter ratio of around 1 : 8 would probabl y meet the requirement prevent­
out-wash of the riprap downstream , although such a ratio was not con­
firmed in this study. Also, ratios of 1 : 2 (large rock sizes) should 
be avoided for ease of construction of the basin. 
J3as in Criteria 
Certain basin criteria were established during the course of the 
study to provide guidelines in basin setup. Included in the criteria 
establ ished was the technique of layering the basin with the g ravel 
riprap, location of the maximum . basin depth and the magnitude of that 
depth, the expansion angle of the basin from the pipe to the wal l, and 
the height of the basin sides.  
The technique of layeri ng the basin with gravel riprap was devel oped 
by observation of the turbulent conditions existing in the basin . It  
was noted that certain areas were especially susceptib l e to the turbulent 
forces. They incl ude the area imm�diatel y  below the outlet and extend­
ing I D  on each side of the pipe, the area receivi ng a majority of the 
jet impact near the center of the basin , and the area near both ends of 
the transverse i mpact wall. These speci al areas were layered with two 
layers of gravel ri prap . The remainder of the basi n was layered with 
one layer of the r iprap . 
The best locat ion of the maximum basin de·pth vari _ed wi th the type 
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of tailwater condi t ion under considerat ion. For a h i gh tailwat�r con­
dition , the maximum depth was located adjacent to the i mpact wall on the 
centerline of the pipe. Thi s  locatio� produced better sti ll i ng effects 
in the basi n because more surface area of the wall was exposed to help 
facilitate i ntercept ion of the flow streamlines and also create a larger 
expansi on loss. For a low tailwater condition , the maximum depth was 
found best positioned around 20  from the culvert outlet. This l ocation 
allows for i niti al i mpact on the riprap itself and spreads the flow 
radially tm"iards the impact wal l . Energy is di ss i pated by the water 
movi ng from the lower reaches of the bas in  to the surface i n  what i s  
often referred to as 1 1 boi 1 s 1 1 • The water that i s  relat i vely close to the 
wall then assi sts in steadying the flow so that \vhen it issues over the 
wall , i t  i s  in a nearly uni form state. For ease of constructi on though , it  
i s  recommended that the  basin be prepared as i n  F i gure 6 for both cases. 
The maximum depth of the basin was the same for both  hi gh and low 
tai lwater conditions . The value of 1D  was used for L=4D and 1. 50  for 
L=6D because the longitudi nal slope was taken as 1 : 4. 
The expansion angle of  the basi n from the pi pe outlet to the i mpact 
wall was chosen about 30°. A 20° �ngle was experi mented with but d id  not 
possess adequate volume to allow effici ent stil l ing action. The 30° 
angle setti ng provided the necessary volume a l though more extens ive 
research might prove a di fferent angl e sett ing better. 
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r the basin sides was det'errnined after a few failures· 
of the � ;  ' ernbankments--especi ally around the impact wall. Generally, 
the embar.k;:�.:-. ;-. � top shoul d be at least 0 � 5 D higher tha n  the top of the · 
i mpact wall. The sides of the embankment · should be layered with g ravel 
·-
rip rap as described earlier. 
Diameter of Pipes 
During the course of research, three different size pipes were 
utilized to simulate a range of culverts between one and four foot 
diameters . The model effectiveness varied somewhat w i th the chang i ng 
sizes. The one inch model pipe and outlet works was affected the most 
by the scale changes for several reasons. Two of these, related 
directly to the small s cale , were the d i ffi cu l ty of obtain i ng prec i s e  
measurements and t h e  inability to construct exact model dimensions. 
One other point wh i ch probably could have contributed tb a lesser degree 
of effectivenes s  on the small pipe was the fact that only a very small 
energy differenti al v,as involved and therefore very little dissipation 
occurred at all. The two and four inch pipes were mo re effective model 
si zes
1
in a l l res pects.  
Miscellaneous Parameters 
A few miscellaneous parameters were experimented with and two of 
these merit mentioning here. The matter of toe protection on the down­
stream side of the wall was investigated and determined to be necessary 
if the optimum wall height and wall positioning was not utilized o r  if 
an exceptionally troublesome area was anticipated . The toe protection 
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consisted of t\rlo layers of ri prap from 1/2 D  or 1 D  downstream of the wall. 
The protect i on was deemed unnecessary when optimum conditions were 
tested i n  the laboratory (Tab l e 1 ,  Run 18 and Table 2, Runs 40 and 48 } ­
and probably co uld be neglected in a field situation if proper design 
practices (as recommended in a later section ) were followed. 
The other study was con cerned with protection of the embankment 
. -
at the exterior ends of the impact wall. The flow characteristics were 
such that substantial lateral deflection occurred when the water struck 
the wall and created serious scouring where the embankment and the 
exterior end of the wall met. Thick layering of the gravel riprap 
inhibited such scour but wing walls or side walls were added to see if a 
more economi cal solution to the problem could be found . The wing walls 
responded well to the l aterally deflected streamlines but were most 
effective in the less optimum conditions of the wall heig l1t setting. 
-Therefore, if nearly optimum conditions are designed for, then the wing 
walls would be of little value and the gravel should not be replaced. 
The layers should still be of two th icknesses as d i scuss ed previously. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A l aboratory investigation of the South Dakota e nergy dissipator 
for smal l and medium cu l verts cl earl y indicated the dissipater ' s  
potential effectiveness in reducing scour be l ow culvert out l ets and 
in stabl izing highway embankments. The South Dakota energy dissipator 
consists of a g rave l armored st i l l ing basin and a transverse impact 
. � 
wal l constructed of either precast concrete or sheet metal, whichever 
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is more economical . The energy dissipater is of re l atively simpl e design 
an d readil y adaptabl e to mos t cu l vert outl ets . 
The fol l owi ng recommendations are presented for design of the 
still ing basin-impact wal l dissipater :  
1. The positi on of the transverse impact wal l shoul d  be 
a l ength of 40  from the cul vert out l et. 
2. The top of the wal l shoul d  be l eve l with the invert 
of the cu l vert for a l ow tail water  condit i on and  3/4 
the diameter higher than the invert for a high 
tail water condition. 
3. The horizontal width of the wal l shoul d be four times 
the diameter of the cu l vert for a l ow tail water condition 
and 6. 2 5  times the diameter for a high tail water con­
d i tion. The vertical width shoul d  be 1.75 times the 
diameter of  the cul vert f6r a l ow tail water condition 
and 2. 5 times the diameter for a high tai l water con di tion. 
The widths suggested provide an extra l/20  on each side of 
�he wal l and 3/4 D at the base of the wal l .  
4. The angle of divergence , the longitudinal slope, the 
maximum depth , and the embankment side slope of the 
basi n should conform to the dimensions of Figure 6. 
5. A randomly selected gravel riprap with a diameter 
range of 1/8 to 3/8 the pipe diameter sho uld be used 
for protection of the sti lling basi n. 
6. The gravel ripr�p layers 'should be two thicknesses 
at the outlet (1 D on each side of the pipe ) , at the 
center of the basin , and at the exterior ends of the 
impact wal l .  A one layer thickness should be applied 
every\vhere else and incl udes the embankment sides 
above the top of the impact wall. An extra l ayer can 
be added to both the abov� s pec i fi cattons  i f  the 
riprap is inexpensive or an extremely troublesome 
outlet is anticipated. 
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FUTURE STUDY SUGGEST IONS 
The following  suggestions are mentioned regarding various topics 
that are related to this project and would be beneficial to increased 
knowledge in this area. They include : 
1 .  Test dis sipater at d i fferent exit velocities. 
2 .  Test a w i der selection of pip� · sizes .  
3. Test pipes that are other than horizontally sloped. 
4. Evaluate different basin designs. 
5. Check model results with a field study. 
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DESIGN OF THE SOUTH DAKOTA ENERGY DISSI PATOR 
In order to facilitate practical ap�lication qf the data, 
discussions ,  and conclusions contained within •this paper , a few 
design examples are presented. The examples are probably simpler 
than most problems found in the field , but will give some idea of 
the general approach that sho uld be fo J l owed. The peculiarities of 
indivi dual problems wil l  probabl y  demand additional time and atten ­
tion in order to be resol ved . 
Examp l e  I 
A particular culve rt placement wil l  necessitate ponding at the 
i nlet of the culvert .  The culvert outlet empties onto an alluvia l 
bed that i s  genera l l y f l at wi th no defined channel . The  inlet 
ponding  produces sufficient head to create a troublesome exit velocity 
with an expected discharge of around 1 20cfs . The culvert is to be 
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four feet in d i ameter and equipped with a South  Dakota energy dissipater. 
The desi gn of the dissipator is as fol l ows : 
0=4 '  Q= 120cfs 
1. The length of the impact wal l from culvert outlet is 4 D  
L=4D=4x4 1 = 16 ' 
2. Since there will be a low tai lwater condition , the wall 
height wil l be 0 . 00 or the same height as the culvert invert. 
3 . The hor i zonta l  width of th� wal l  is 4D  or Wh = 4x4 ' = 16 '  
and the vertical width i s  1.75D  or Wv =1. 75x4 ' =7 ' 
4. From Figure 6 ,  the angle of divergence is 30°, the 
l ongitudinal slope equals 1 : 4, the maximum depth is 1/40 
or 1/4 x 4 1 = 1 ' , and the embankment side slope is 2 : 3  
with all l oca tions as shown in the diagram. 
5. The gravel riprap size will be 1/8 to 3/8 the pipe 
diameter or  1 / 2 1 to 1 1 /2 ' . 
6. The gravel l ayers wil l be two thicknesses at the outlet and 
4 1 on either side, at the center of the basin, and at the 
exterior ends of the impact wall . One layer thickness 
all over the rest of the basin. 
Example II  
If  this same culvert of Example I happened to empty into a defined  
drainage channel and a higher tailwater condition is expected , then 
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No. 2 (wal l height setting ) should be changed to 3/40 or ( 3/4 ) x 4 1 = 3 ' 
above the culvert invert. Also , No . 3 (horizontal and vertical wall 
widths )  should  be changed to Wh = 6 . 25 D  or Wh = 6. 25  x 4 '  = 25
1 for the 
horizontal wall width and Wv = 2 . 5 0 or Wv = 2.5 x 4 '  = 1 0 ' for the 
vertical wall width. The remaining speci fications wil l remain unchanged. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10 . 
1 1 .  
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w T 1 7° C 
Run Q D L H 
No . ( cfm) ( i � )  ( i n )  ( i n ) 
1 1 5 . 1 1 1 /2 - 2  2 4  0 
2 1 5 .  1 1 - 1  1 / 2 2 4  0 
3 1 5 . 1 1 /2 - 1 24  0 
4 1 5 .  1 1 / 2- 1  24  2 
5 1 5 . 1 1 - 1  1 / 2 24  2 
6 1 5 . 0  1 1 /2 - 2 2 4  2 
7 1 5 . 0  1 - 1  1 /2 24 2 
8 1 s .  0 1 - 1  1 /2 2 4  3 
9 1 5 . 0  1 - 1  1 /2 2 4  3 
0 1 0  1 5 . 0  1 - 1  1 /2 2 4  3 
1 1  1 5 . 2  1 - 1  1 /2  24  2 
1 2  1 4 . 9  1 - 1  1 /2  24  2 
;', 
1 3  1 5 . 0  1 / 2- 1 24  2 
;'c 
1 4  1 5 .  1 1 /2- 1 24 1 
1 5  1 5 . 0  1 - 1  1 /2 · 24  1 
* 20° Expan s i on Ang l e  
Tab l e  1 .  S umma ry of Da ta fo r 4 1 1  P i pe 
t S cou r Down s t ream of Wa l l  ( i n )  
( i n ) Max . Max . Max .  
Dep th Len g th W i d t h  
3 3/ 4 6 55  2 1  
3 3/ 4 5 1 / 2 62 22 
3 3/ 4 5 60 20  
2 1 / 4 5 1 /2 57  20 
2 1 1 /2  48  1 8  
2 1 /4 2 45 20 
2 1 / 4 1 1 /2 42 1 7  
1 1 / 4 1 /2 42 2 7  
- - - -
1 1 /  4 3 36  33  
1 1 / 4 3 4 1  3 1  
1 1 / 4 3 1 /2 42 36  
1 1 / 4 2 1 / 2 42 3 7 
1 1 / 4 2 7  . ,  8 
3/4 2 3 3  30  
h 
( i n ) 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Li 
4 
; 
4 
4 
-
1 1 / 4 
1 1 /  4 
1 1 / 4 
1 1 / 4 
1 1 / 4 
1 1 / 4 
Run  r ·  2 : 00 h 
Rema rks 
Fo r A l l Runs , S a n d  
S i ze ,  d�o = 1 . 0 mm 
Be d S u rface S ame 
He i qh t  as th e Wa l l  
Bed S u rface S ame 
He i qh t  a s  the Wa l l  
Repea t of #5 w i th  
the  Bed Leve l 
Run T i me wa s on l y  
0 : 45 m i n .  (Wa s hou t )  
A Re run o f  # 1 0  
Wh i ch was Fa u l ty 
in n g  Wa l l s  Added 
to th e Bas i n  
W i n g  Wa l l s  Added 
to the Bas i n  
W i n g Wa l l s  Us e d  
b u t  not  Needed 
.. 
(J'I 
'..J . 
Tab l e  1 .  Con t i n ued  
Run Q D 
No .  ( cfm) ( i � )  
0 1 6  1 5 . 2  1 /2- 1 1 / 2 
1 7  1 5 . 2  1 /2 - 1 1 /2 
1 8  1 5 . 0  1 / 2- 1 1 /2 
1 9  1 5 . 0  1 /2 - 1 1 /2 
20 1 5 . 2  1 /2- 1 1 / 2 
2 1  1 5  . 0  1 /2- 1 1 / 2 
22 1 5 . 1 1 /2- 1 1 /2 
2 3 1 5 . 3 1 /2 - 1 1 /2 
24 1 5 .  1 1 / 2- 1 1 /2 
25  1 5 . 0  1 /2- 1 1 /2 
26 1 5 . 1 1 /2- 1 1 /2 
2 7  l5 . 1 1 /2- 1 1 /2 
28 1 5 .  1 1 /2- 1 1 /2 
29 1 5 . 0  1 /2- 1 1 /2 
30 1 5 .  1 -
3 1  1 5 .  1 -
L 
( i n ) 
24 
24 
2 1.1 
1 6  
1 6  
1 6  
1 6  
1 6  
1 6  
1 6  
1 6  
1 2  
1 2  
1 2  
-
. -
H 
( i n ) 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
0 
0 
2 
-
-
t S cou r  Down s t ream of Wa l l ( i n )  
( i n ) Max . Max .  Max . 
Dep th  leng th W i d t h  
1 1 1 / 2  36  26  
1 1 / 4 1 /2 3 5  2 5  
1 1 /  4 3/4 33 28  
1 1 / 4 3/ 4 42 2 8  
4 4 60 2 1  
1 3 39 3 3  
1 1 / 4 2 30 1 5  
3 2 5 4  1 5  
2 3/4 42  8 
1 1 / 4 3 36 3 1  
1 1 / 4 1 29  1 7  
1 3/4 2 2 4  3 0  
1 3/ /4 1 1 /2  24  2 7 
2 1 /2 32  27 
- 5 1 /2 45 30 
- 6 32  48 
h 
( i n )  
1 1 /4 
1 1 /4 
1 1 /  4 
1 1 / 4 
4 
1 1 /  4 
4 
I 
4 
4 
1 1 /4 
4 
1 1 / 4  
1 1 / J_. 
4 
4 
1 1 /4  
Rema rks 
A Re run  of  # 1 6 
Wh i ch was Fa u l ty. 
Same a s  # 1 7 exce p t  no  
R i o rao  Beyon d Wa l l  
Same as #2 1 Excep t 
W i  nq Wa 1 1  s Added  
Same a s  #2 7 ,  Bas i n  
P repa red D i f fe ren t 
No Wa 1 1  
No  Wa 1 1  u, 
0:, 
VY CI  LC:: I I C l l ll,J,;;;; I 0 \. '-' 1  w - I /  "' 
Run Q D L 
No . ( cfm) ( i � )  ( i n ) 
32 3 . 8 - -
3 3 3 . 7 - -
34 3 . 7  1 / 4- 3/ 4 1 2  
0 35  3 . 5  1 /  4- 3/ 4 1 2  
36 3 . 5  1 / 4- 3/4  1 2  
37 3 . 6  1 / 4- 3/ 4 1 2  
38 3 .  7 1 /  4- 3/ 4 1 2  
39 3 . 8 1 / 4- 3/ 4 1 2  
40 3 , 7 1 / 4- 3/ 4 1 2  
4 1 3 . 8 1 / 4- 3/ 4 1 2  
42 3 � 6  1 /4- 3/4 8 
43  3. 8 1 / 4- 3/4  8 
44 3 , 7 1 / 4- 3/4  8 
45 3 . 8  1 /  4- 3/ 4 8 
46 3 . 7  1 /4- 3/4 - 8 
Tab l e  2 .  S umma ry of Da ta  fo r 2 1 1  P i pe 
H t S cou r Down s t ream of Wa l l  ( i n ) 
( i n )  ( i n ) Max . Max . Max .  
Dep th Leng t h  W i d th 
- - 2 1 6  2 1  
- - 2 2 4  1 0  
1 1 / 2  1 /2 0 0 0 
1 1 /2 1 /2 2 20 1 6  
1 1 /4 1 1 9  1 0  
1 1 3/ 4  2 4  9 
1 /2 1 1 /2 1 1 /2  29 1 0  
0 1 / 2 1 / 4  20 ;'� 
0 1 /2 0 0 0 
0 2 2 29 9 
1 1 /2 1 /2 1 / 4 1 4  1 1  
1 1 /2 1 /2 1 3/4  1 7  1 5  
1 1 /2 1 1 7 1 1  
1 1 3/ 4  20 · 7  
1 /2 1 1 /2 1 3/4  25  1 0  
h 
( i n )  
1 /2 
2 
2 
1 /2 
1 /2 
2 
2 
1 /2 
1 /2 
2 
2 
1 /2 
l /2 
2 
2 
· · - · · . .  · · ·--- - � - - . . .  -
Rema rks 
No  Wa 1 1  
N o  Wa 1 1  
A Re run of #35  
Wh i ch was  Fa u l ty 
�·� No  We 1 1  De f i ned  
W i d t h  
No  R i p rap U sed  
Beyon d Wa  1 1  
<.,� 
\0 
Tab l e  2 .  Con t i n ue d  
Run Q D L H 
/ 
( J ) No . ( c fm) ( i n )  ( i n ) 
47 3 . 8 1 / 4- 3/ 4  8 1 /2 
48 3 . 8 1 / 4- 3/ 4 8 0 
49 3 . 8 1 / 4- 3/ 4 8 0 
t Scou r Down s t ream of Wa l l ( i n )  
( i n ) Max .  Max .  Max . 
Dep th Len g th W i d t h  
1 / 2 1 / 4 20 1 2  
1 /2 1 / 4 1 7 1 1  
2 1 3/ 4  2 7  7 
h 
( i n )  
1 /2 
1 /2 
2 
Rema rks  
O'\ 
0 
Tab l e  3 .  S umma ry of Da ta  fo r 1 1 1 P i pe 
Wa te r Tempe ra t u re = 1 7° C Run T i me = 2 : 00 h r .  
Run Q D L H t S cou r Downs t ream of Wa l l  ( i n ) h Rema rks 
N o .  ( cfm) ( i � ) ( i n )  ( i n. ) ( i n )  Max . Max . Max . ( i n ) 
Dep th Len g th W i d th 
50 0 . 90 - - - - 1 1 5  7 1 No Wa 1 1  
5 1  0 .  89 - - - - 1 8 6 1 / 4 No  Wa 1 1  
52  0 .  89 1 / 4- 1 /2 6 1 1 / 4 3/ 4 1 0  9 1 / 4 
5 3 0 . 90 1 / 4- 1 /2 6 1 1 / 4 1 / 4  9 3 1 
54  0 . 9 3 1 / 4- 1 /2 6 1 /2 1 /2 3/4 1 4  5 1 ·  
5 5  0 . 9 2 1 / 4- 1 /2 6 1 /2 1 / 4 3/ 4 1 2  5 1 / � 
56 0 . 90 1 / 4- 1 /2 6 0 1 / 4 0 0 0 1 /4 
57 0 . 90 1 / 4- 1 /2 6 0 1 1 1 /2 2 1  6 1 
5 8  0 . 9 1  1 / 4- 1 /2 4 1 1 /4 1 /2 7 6 1 
59 0 . 9 3 1 / 4- 1 /2 4 1 1 /4 1 8 7 1 /4 
60 0 . 9 1  1 / 4- 1 /2 4 1 /2 1 / 4 1 1 1  5 1 / 4 
6 1  0 . 89 1 /4- 1 /2 4 1 /2 3/4 1 1 5 5 1 
62 0 . 9 1  1 /4- 1 /2 4 0 . 1 1 1 / 4 1 7 6 1 
6 3  0 . 9 1  1 / 4- 1 /2 4 0 1 / 4  1 /2 1 2  6 1 / 4 
O'\ � 
Sect i on 1 
Vo 
� 
Sec t i on 3 
Sect i on 2 S ec t i on 4 
-----f'r t 
sz 
T -=- t 
Y2 � Y4 
"J_ i: 
Bas i n  
4 I mpa c t  Wa l l  
( a ) H i gh Ta i l  Wa te r ( D i s ch a rg i n g to  
Open  C h an n e l )  
',, � \v _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  H 
h 
Wa te r S u r fa ce fo r _t_ � h 1----------�-
F 1 ow w i thou t 
I mp a c t  Wa l 1 
{ b )  Low Ta i l  Wa te r ( D i s ch a rg i n g to 
Open  G roun d )  
F i g u re 1 .  Def i n i t i on S ke t ch of  F l ows 
62 . 
6 3 .  
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0 . 8 
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NOTATION 
A area at a given cross-section 
D diameter of  culvert 
D9 mean diameter of gravel riprap 
dmax maximum depth of the scour hole 
�50 particle size of basin sand that is 50% finer by weight 
E total energy at any one section 
F Froude number 
g gravitational acceleration constant 
H height of the impact wall relative to the culvert invert 
h depth of the tailwater 
K coeffic i ent of energy expansion los s 
L distance of the wall from the culvert outlet 
1 units of length 
Q flow discharge 
R Reynolds number 
t '  units of time 
t depth of flow over wall 
V velocity of flow 
v kinema tic vis cosity of the fluid 
Wh horizontal width of the impact wall 
Wv vertical width of the impact wall 
w units of weight 
y depth of flow 
78. 
Qh horizontal expansion angle of the bas in  
Q vertical recess angl e of the basin 
V 
1 unit weigh t  of water 
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